
A Treasure from the High Sierra

The Lightweight Natural Stone



What is Featherock®?

Featherock® is the trademark name for lightweight natural stones of 

volcanic origin. Mined in the High Sierras of California, outside of

Mammoth, California, they come in distinctive colors of silver gray and

charcoal. They are products of a rare volcanic occurence, formed by a

molten lava flow which trapped air that later escaped during the cooling

stage. The result was a porous stone, rugged in appearance, light in weight

and enduring in character. Beyond its uniqueness and natural beauty,

Featherock provides both material and working cost advantages. 

Our Philosophy

Just as every Featherock Natural Stone Boulder is distinctively unique, we

treat each customer and every request with the utmost of care. Every order

you place with us is a custom order. Purchase by the bulk load, or in display

ready pallets; we will strive to make your order as remarkable as our stone.
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Just as each project is unique to an individual's style and taste,

you are able to provide your customer with a complimenting

array of our product to pave, veneer, build a water feature, or

carve a piece of art. Every rock is original, allowing for every

project to be unique, just as Mother Nature intended. The 

possibilities are endless. We can provide you with customized

rocks or you can simply order boulders and customize them

yourself.

A MULTITUDE OF USES
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Charcoal

Color varies from grey to dark grey;

more porous than the silver-grey.

Available in sizes 4 inches up to 7 feet

Silver-Gray

Our lightest color, and lightest weight

rock; most carveable. Available in sizes

4 inches up to 7 feet

Brindle

Rich, rustic earth tones of dark brown,

rust, and black. Available in sizes 4 

inches up to 5 feet in diameter

Buckskin

A rich brownish color with variegated

tones of tan, pink and black. Available

in sizes 4 to 24 inches

Featherock Boulders  
Natural Featherock boulders are the

perfect mate for formal or rustic

gardens. Rugged. Light weight. In

charcoal and silver gray colors that

blend. Available in bulk, by the

truckload, or in display-ready 

pallets for the retailer.

Charcoal

Silver-Gray

Brindle
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Featherock Planters
Strikingly different. Singly and in clusters,

Featherock planters make a naturally beautiful

statement in any garden setting. They fill a decora-

tive display need on decks, terraces and hardscapes.

Random shaped, but flattened on the bottom, they

are sized for optimal indoor-outdoor use. The stone

is chemically neutral and compatible with a wide

range of potting plants. All Featherock planters

have a drain hole to the bottom exterior of the

planter.

• Lightweight 

• Portable 

• Ideal for container gardening 

• No need to transplant

• Use outdoors or indoors

• Holds up well in extreme weather

•Outfitted with a drain hole

Large Planter (FRP-24)
UPC: 0-71132-00324-5 (Each planter 

can be tagged upon request.)

Planter Color: Silver Gray

Planter Size: 12 - 18  inches

Planter Weight: 15-35 lbs. (approximately)

Cavity Bore: 6 1/4” diameter with drain 

hole

Planter Count: 24

Crate Size: 48L x 40 W x 28 H inches

Crate on Pallet Size: 48L x 40 W x 32.5 H inches

Pallet Weight: 750 lbs. (approximately)

Truckload: fits up to 62 crates

Small Planter (FRP-36)
UPC: 0-71132-00325-0 (Each planter 

can be tagged upon request.)

Planter Color: Silver Gray

Planter Size: 8-12 inches

Planter Weight: 5-15 lbs. (approximately)

Cavity Bore: 4” diameter with drain hole

Planter Count: 36

Crate Size: 48L x 40 W x 28 H inches

Crate on Pallet Size: 48L x 40 W x 32.5 H inches

Pallet Weight: 450 lbs. (approximately)

Truckload: fits up to 62 crates

Three Hole Planter (SC3HOLE-5)
UPC: available upon request

Planter Color: Silver Gray

Planter Size: 24 - 36 inches

Planter Weight: 40 to 60 lbs. (approximately)

Cavity Bore: one to two 4" hole(s) and one 6 

1/4" hole, with drain hole

Planter Count: 5

Crate Size: 48L x 40 W x 12 H inches

Crate on Pallet Size: 48L x 40 W x 16.5 H inches

Pallet Weight: 300 lbs. (approximately)

Truckload: fits up to 62 crates

Two Hole Planter (SC2HOLE-5)
see specs for Three Hole Planters

Preparation and Maintenance

Packed in a sturdy slatted
wooden crate mounted on a
standard 4-way wooden pallet.
Comes with a large 38” wide 

by 25” long, four color
weather resistant poster
and point-of-sale consumer
literature.

Your Featherock planter is 
relatively maintenance free.
However, it will have acquired
residual dust during shipment
and in sawing and drilling oper-
ations. Before using, wash off
the planter with a garden hose.
In garden applications, repeat
hosing down occasionally to

remove windblown dust, pollen
and debris. Place with care on
varnished and other sensitive
surfaces. Featherock planters
are abrasive. Don’t drop your
Featherock planter. It is hardy
and enduring but not indestruc-
tible. 

Check Out Our Display-Ready Pallets!
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Fire Rocks (FFR-1)

A 6 - 12 inch Featherock boulder, drilled with a

hole. Includes metal reservoir to hold the fuel

gel (fuel gel is not included).

Cave Candle Holder (CH-1)

A 6 - 12 inch Featherock boulder, hollowed

out to hold a votive or small candle (candle is

not included). 

Table Fountain

A 12 to 36 inch boulder is hand

hewn to allow for a smooth flow-

ing, calming fountain. Order with

or without the pump already

inserted. The fountain pictured

here is placed in a pot, and then

filled in at the base with 1 

to 3 inch size Featherock stones

which are available by the bag. 

Heart Shaped Planters (Large:
SC6HEART-9 / Small: SC4HEART-15)
UPC: available upon request

Planter Color: Silver Gray

Planter Size: Large: 16-24 inches

Small: 10-18 inches 

Planter Weight: Large: 30 to 40 lbs.

Small: 20 to 30 lbs. 

Cavity Bore: Large: 6 inches / Small: 4 inches

Planter Count: Large: 9 / Small: 15

Crate Size: 48 L x 40 W x 12 H inches

Crate on Pallet Size: 48 L x 40 W x 16.5 H inches

Pallet Weight: Large: 600 lbs. / Small: 400 lbs. 

Truckload: fits up to 62 crates

One-of-a-Kind Featherock Sundries
These are items that your customer can create themselves, or we can do the handy

work ourselves. Professionals and amateurs alike use the same common tools to rough

out and detail Featherock into sculptures, planters, candle holders, fountains: hammer,

chisel, hand ax, rasp and wire brush. More advanced craftsmen may also use electric or

pneumatic grinders and drills obtainable at hardware stores. With Featherock, the pos-

sibilities are endless. Always wear safety glasses, heavy-duty gloves and a mask when

working with Featherock as it is abrasive, and carving into it creates a fine dust that

can be irritating. 

Landscape Lights

Get creative with your landscaping lights with a pre-

drilled Featherock boulder that will be sure to make

a statement while lighting up a path. 
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Sawed Back

A natural Featherock Boulder is sawed in

half, creating a rugged and rustic bold

face to any wall, fireplace, or building

side. Available in various sizes; Silver-

Gray or Charcoal. Packed 18 boxes per

pallet (each box weighs approximately

75 lbs.; approximate pallet weight is

900 lbs.); 22 pallets average fit on a

truckload.

Sawed Face

A natural Featherock Boulder is sawed

in thirds and the middle piece is used,

allowing for a flat back and a flat face,

creating a beautiful, decorative contem-

porary look for any wall, fireplace, or

building side. Available in various sizes;

Silver-Gray or Charcoal. Packed 18

boxes per pallet (each box weighs

approximately 75 lbs.; approximate pal-

let weight is 900 lbs.); 22 pallets aver-

age fit on a truckload.

Featherock Natural Stone

Veneers
• Striking colors of silver gray and 

charcoal

• Rugged bold face or contemporary 

sawed-face

• Interior natural beauty. Enduring 

weather-proof exteriors

• Insulating and acoustical values

• Five to six times the coverage of 

other natural stone

• No need for expensive footings and 

wall ties

• Install at lower cost than other 

stone veneers

Sawed Back

Sawed Face

More project photos 

are available at

www.Featherock.com

Sierra Sunset

A hard smooth exterior hides a partially

expanded core. Irregular planes flow 

over its surface. Oplescent colors of 

silver, gray, pink and tan warm and 

beckon the beholder. Sierra Sunset is 

a random shaped flat multi-purpose 

stone for interior and exterior applications. 

Packed on 48" x 40" wire pallets. Each pallet weighs

approximately 1800 to 2000 lbs. Weights are not

standardized.Ranges from 2 to 7" thick and has a

face of 6 to 18"; Install using a standard mortar joint.
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Fire Pit Rock (FIST)

Please call 800.423.3037 for details
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